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REST web services can offer complex operations that do more than just simply creating, retrieving,
updating and deleting information from a database. We have proposed an approach to design the in-
terfaces of behavioral REST web services by defining a resource and a behavioral model using UML.
In this paper we discuss the consistency between the resource and behavioral models that represent
service states using state invariants. The state invariants are defined as predicates over resources and
describe what are the valid state configurations of a behavioral model. If a state invariant is unsatis-
fiable then there is no valid state configuration containing the state and there is no service that can
implement the service interface. We also show how we can use reasoning tools to determine the
consistency between these design models.
1 Introduction
The design phase of a software development lifecycle is crucial in the development of a reliable software,
since the design models developed in this phase are carried forward to all the other phases. It is therefore
important that these design models are constructed correctly. The design models are created from differ-
ent viewpoints to capture different features of the system under development, since all the features are
difficult to capture in a single model and can make a single model complex. Capturing the system under
development in different models from different viewpoints gives a better and simpler understanding of
the system, but raises the issue of models inconsistency. Models can become inconsistent, if they de-
fine the same system but have contradicting specifications in different models or have specifications that
cannot be satisfied and hence its implementation can have undesirable results. This raises the need for
consistency analysis of design models. The need for consistency analysis of models can rise even if the
models themselves have no errors. Designers may specify certain requirements in different models that
contradict each other and thus, cannot exist together leading to inconsistent diagrams. These mistakes
can lead to implementations that do not provide correct functionality as expected from them.
As the software shifts from software as a product to software as a service, the need for consistency
analysis of design models rises even further since the service users have no control over the software and
completely rely on advertised service specifications. Also, since web services are offered from remote
locations that consumers use via Internet using standard internet protocols, they can be expensive in
terms of bandwidth and other costs. Thus, it is important to deliver services that are reliable and do not
contain unintended design mistakes to avoid undesired results.
In this paper, we discuss a consistency checking approach for the design models of behavioral REST
web service interfaces. REST [5] is an architectural style to design scalable web services which play
well with the existing infrastructure of web. They usually offer simple interfaces that can create, retrieve,
update and delete information from database. However, it is possible to create REST web service inter-
faces that do more than simple CRUD operations. Such beyond CRUD REST interfaces offer different
service states that need to be preserved as the consumer goes through trails of resources.
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In [12], we present a design approach that creates behavioral REST web service interfaces by con-
struction. Designing and publishing a REST web service interface with stateful behavior may involve
many resources and different service states that are dependent on these resources. This can result in
inconsistencies leading to services implementations with unintended behavior. In this paper we present
a consistency checking approach that analyzes the REST design models to detect inconsistent behavior
and as such advises the developer to correct the detected design mistakes and create consistent behavioral
REST web service interfaces. A behavioral interface is said to be consistent if it does not contain any
contradicting specifications and there exists a service that can satisfy it.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the REST design models and
highlights the inconsistency problem. Section 3 defines the problem of determining the consistency of
REST interface design models and explains our reasoning approach. Section 4 formally defines the
structure of REST design models and Section 5 addresses description logic and OWL 2. In Section 6
we explain the translation of design models in OWL 2 ontology and Section 7 discusses the consistency
analysis using an OWL 2 reasoner. Related work is presented in Section 8 and Section 9 concludes the
paper.
2 REST Design Models and their inconsistencies
REST is a resource-centric architecture and a REST interface exposes resources that can be manipulated
using standard HTTP methods. It offers features of connectivity, addressability, statelessness and uni-
form interface. Connectivity requires that there is no isolated resource and every resource is reachable.
Addressability feature requires that every resource can be reached independently with a URI (path). The
statelessness feature requires that no hidden session or state information is passed in the method calls
and the uniform interface feature requires that the same set of methods (standard HTTP methods) is used
to manipulate all resources. A behavioral REST interface should exhibit all these features of a REST
interface and also provide information on how to use a service, e.g. sequence of method invocations and
effects of service requests on the service.
2.1 Modeling REST behavioral interfaces
We represent a behavioral REST interface with resource and behavioral models using UML class and
protocol state machine diagrams from UML [18], respectively, with some additional constraints to make
them RESTful. For example, Figure 1 and Figure 2 shown in Section 4 depicts a resource model and a
behavioral model for a hotel booking REST web service interface that takes payment from the customer
and books a room in the hotel. The web service reserves a room for the customer and uses a third party
payment service for confirmation. The service can be canceled when it is not processing payment and
can be deleted only if it is canceled.The example is simple to understand and helps in demonstrating
complex service states.
A resource is a piece of information that is exposed via a URI and that can be manipulated with
standard HTTP methods. A resource can be either a collection resource or a normal resource. Collection
resource does not have any attributes of its own and contains a list of other resources, whereas, a normal
resource has its own attributes and represents a piece of information. In our resource model, we represent
resource definitions as classes, such that instance of these resource definitions are termed as resources,
analogous to the relationship between class and its objects in object oriented paradigm. A collection
resource definition is represented by a class with no attributes and a normal resource definition has
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one or more attributes. Each association has a name and minimum and maximum cardinalities. These
cardinalities define the minimum and maximum number of resources that can be part of the association.
We also define a root resource definition in the resource model that represents the service. Root resource
definition is connected to every other resource definition in the behavioral model. In Figure 1, Booking
is the root resource definition.
The behavioral specifications of a REST interface are represented as a behavioral model that repre-
sents different states of a service during its lifecycle, the methods that can be invoked on these resources
and a sequence of these methods invocations. A state in a behavioral model represents the resource con-
figuration of the service at a particular instance of time. A transition (from source state to target state)
with a trigger method indicates the change of service state when an HTTP method with a side effect is
invoked. The only allowed methods in our behavioral model are HTTP GET, PUT, POST and DELETE
methods leading to a uniform interface. Of these methods, GET is idempotent and does not change state
of the service whereas PUT, POST and DELETE have side-effects and can change state of the service.
2.2 Linking Resource and Behavioral Models and Inconsistency Problems
Each service state has a state invariant. We define invariants of states as predicates over resources defined
in the resource model and that can have either true or a false value. For a state to be active, its state in-
variant should be true, otherwise it should be false. When the client makes a service request, it is mapped
to a transition in the behavioral model that has that method as a trigger. The transition is fired from a
source state to a target state. If the state invariant of source state is inconsistent, a service can never exist
in this state and it would be impossible for the implementation of the interface to decide which transition
to take as a result of a service request. For example in Figure 2, the state invariant of state processing-
Payment is sel f .payment−> size() = 1 and payment.waiting = True. If we change its invariant to have
payment.waiting = False, then it could conflict with the state invariant of unpaidBooking, i.e. both the
states can be true at the same time. In this case, if PUT is invoked on payment resource, the imple-
mentation would not know which transition to take. Such inconsistency problems can lead to service
implementations with undesirable behavior.
3 Consistency Analysis
In this section we define the problem of determining the consistency of our REST web service design
models. Our view of model consistency is inspired by the work of Broy et al. [3]. This work considers
the semantics of a UML diagram as their denotation in terms of a so-called system model and defines a
set of diagrams as consistent when the intersection of their semantic interpretation is nonempty.
In our work, we assume that there is a nonempty set ∆I called the domain containing all the possible
resources and resource configurations in our domain. We propose that a design model depicting a number
of resource and behavioral diagrams is interpreted as a number of subsets of ∆I representing each
resource definition and each state in the model and as a number of conditions that need to be satisfied by
these sets.
A resource definition is represented by a set R, such that R⊆ ∆I . A resource r belongs to a resource
definition R iff r ∈ R. We also represent each state S in a statechart as a subset of our domain S ⊆ ∆I .
In this interpretation, the state set S represents all the resources in the domain that have such state active,
that is, resource r is in state S iff r ∈ S.
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Since resource and behavioral models are represented with class and state machine diagrams respec-
tively, other elements that can appear in a UML model such as generalization of classes, association of
classes, state hierarchy and state invariants are interpreted as additional conditions over the sets repre-
senting resources and states. For example specialization is interpreted as a condition stating that the set
representing a subresource is a subset of the set representing its superresource. These conditions are
described in detail in the next section.
In this interpretation, the problem of design model consistency is then reduced to the problem of
satisfiability of the conjunction of all the conditions derived from the model. If such conditions cannot
be satisfied, then a design model will describe one or more resource definitions that cannot be instantiated
into resources or resources that cannot ever enter a behavioral state in a statechart. This can be considered
a design error, except in the rare occasion that a designer is purposely describing a system that cannot be
realized.
3.1 Reasoning Tool Chain
In order to determine the satisfiability of the concepts represented in our design model, we propose to
represent the resource and behavioral models using a Description Logic, and analyze the satisfiability
of the concepts using an automated reasoning tool. We have chosen OWL 2 DL to represent our UML
models since we consider it is well supported and adopted, and there exist several OWL 2 reasoners for
checking concept satisfiability.
A number of resource models, behavioral models and state invariants are taken as an input. All the
inputs are translated to the OWL 2 DL, a web ontology language [1]. The OWL 2 translation of design
models are passed to a reasoner. The reasoner provides report of unsatisfiable and satisfiable concepts.
Unsatisfiable concepts will reveal resource definitions that cannot be instantiated or behavioral states that
cannot be entered.
We have also implemented tool that generates a) skeleton of REST web services from design models,
b) OWL 2 DL from design models. The generation of REST web service skeleton is implemented using
python in Django web framework [7]. We translate resource and behavioral models into models.py,
urls.py and views.py that are basic files of Django. The skeleton for each resource contains information
on its representation and its relative URI, the allowed methods, and the preconditions and postconditions
for methods that have side-effects. The developer can inspect the generated code and fill in the desired
logic for methods in the generated REST web service skeletons. The tool that generates OWL 2 DL from
design models is discussed later in Section 7.
In order to translate the design models into OWL 2 ontology, we need to first formally define the
structure of our design models.
4 Structure of Behavioral RESTful Interfaces
In this section, we formally define the resource and behavioral models of behavioral REST interfaces
and define the constraints that make them RESTful.
4.1 Structure of Resource Model
The structure of a REST interface is represented with a class diagram from UML [18] with some ad-
ditional constraints. Figure 1 shows the resource model of Hotel Booking REST web service interface.
It has six resources with two collection resources: bookings and rooms, and four normal resources:
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Figure 1: Resource Model for HB RESTful Web Service with Invariants
Booking, Room, Cancellation and Payment. There is no isolated resource definition and every resource
definition is connected via association. Each association has a name and multiplicity constraint.
Definition 1 A resource model RM is defined as a tuple: RM = 〈R de f ,root,Att,A, l, issubresource,
min,max〉, where R de f is a set of resource definitions, root is the root resource definition and Att is a
set of attributes. Also:
• A is a set of associations where each association connects two resource definitions. We define
association as a relation between two resource definitions, i.e. a : R de f ×R de f .
• l(a) gives name of the association. l is defined as an injective function from set of associations A
to L, the set of labels, i.e. l : A→ L. The injective function implies that every association has a
unique name.
• min(a) and max(a) give the minimum and maximum cardinality on association a. They are both
defined as a function from set of associations to natural numbers, i.e.,min : A→N and max : A→N,
such that min(a)≤ max(a).
• issubresource(r1,r) evaluates to true if r1 is a subresource of r. Resource model can have resource
hierarchy in which subresources of a resource inherit the properties and attributes of its parent
resource.
R de f represents resource definition that defines a resource in resource model. The instances of these
resource definitions are resources. The relation between resource definition and its resources is same as
to the relationship between class and its objects in object oriented paradigm where class represents all
the entities that share same set of properties and its object represents its instance.
The set of resource definitions R de f in RM is the union of a collection resource Rc and a normal
resource Rn definitions, i.e. R de f = Rc de f ∪Rn de f and Rc de f ∩Rn de f = /0
• Rc de f is a set of collection resource definitions. A collection resource does not contain any
attribute of its own, i.e. Rc de f = {rc ∈ Rc de f : ∀rc ∈ RC ∧∀att ∈ Att : att /∈ rc}, where rc is an
instance of collection resource Rc.
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Figure 2: Behavioral Model of HB REST Web Service Interface
• Rn de f is a set of normal resource definitions. We call a resource normal (not collection) if a
resource has at least one attribute, i.e., Rn de f = {rn ∈ Rn de f : ∃att ∈ Att : att ∈ rn}
We take a root as a resource definition that represents the service. All other resource definitions are
linked to root and are navigated through it. In Figure 1, we take Booking resource definition as Root.
This root resource definition is accessed with its specific booking Id, i.e., the starting navigation path for
all the resource definitions in resource model is /{bookingId}/.
In order to exhibit features of connectivity and addressability, we constrain our resource model with
the following design decisions.
4.1.1 Connectivity
All resource definitions should be connected via associations and every resource definition is reachable
from the root resource definition such that there is no isolated resource definition or sub-graph. For
example, the resource model in Figure 1 is connected because there is a path from root resource definition
Booking to every other resource definition.
4.1.2 Addressability
The addressability feature of REST interface requires that every resource should have a URI address. We
can retrieve the relative navigation path to a resource definition from resource model by concatenating the
association names of associations that make a path to the resource definition. For example, the payment
resource definition in Figure 1 can be reached via /{bookingId}/payment. We ensure the addressability
feature by constraining each association to have a unique association name and direction. This is implied
by the injective l function defined above. These association names and directions give the addressable
path to the resource definitions and navigation directions.
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4.2 Structure of Behavioral Model
The behavior of a REST interface is represented as a protocol state machine from UML [18] with some
additional constraints. Figure 2 shows the behavioral model of Hotel Booking REST web service inter-
face. A Booking resource is created when POST is called on bookings collection resource. A Booking
is active and unpaid when it is created. When user of the service invokes a PUT on payment resource,
the web service goes to processingPayment state. If the payment is confirmed to be true, it goes to con-
firm state, otherwise it goes back to the unpaidBooking state. The booking cannot be cancelled if it is
processing the payment. When DELETE is invoked on Booking resource from state cancel, it is deleted
from the system.
Definition 2 A behavioral model of REST web service is given as a tuple:
BM = 〈S, ι ,F,T,σ ,g, pc, inv, issubstate, trigger,region〉
where S is a set of states, ι is the initial state such that ι ∈ S, F is the set of final states such that F ⊆
S, T is a set of transitions and σ gives the resource configuration of the web service in a particular state
such that σ ∈ ∑ where ∑ is the set of all possible resource configurations. Also,
• g(σ , t) evaluates the guard and pc(σ , t) evaluates the postcondition of transition t in state σ . They
evaluate to true in case they are not mentioned.
• inv(s,σ) evaluates the invariant of state s of a service in state σ . The invariant of state s for
a RESTful web service is retrieved by invoking GET method on all resources that are part of
resource configuration in σ in state s.
• issubstate(s,s1) evaluates to true if s is a substate of s1.
• trigger(t) gives the trigger method for transition t and is defined as a function, trigger : T →
Trigger, where Trigger = {PUT,POST,DELET E}
• region(s1,s2) is a predicate that returns true if state s1 and s2 belong to the same region.
We make the following main design decisions in the construction of our behavioral interface for
REST web service to address features of REST interface.
4.2.1 Uniform Interface
We only allow HTTP methods GET, PUT, POST and DELETE in our behavioral model. The GET
method is idempotent and has no side-effects. GET method is used to retrieve the state of the resources
that constitute state invariants. The only allowed methods that can trigger a state change in our state
machine are PUT, POST and DELETE.
4.2.2 Statelessness
When a method is invoked, it makes a transition from one service state to another. The statelessness
feature requires that no hidden state or session information should be passed as part of method call such
that each HTTP request is treated as an independent request. This features leads to scalability of web
services. For this feature we require that all the information passed with the method call is either part of
URL or is in request parameters.
Also, in order to define statelessness of REST interface, we define states of a service as predicates
over resources. A state is active when the resource configuration defined in its state invariant is true
otherwise false. We, thus, define service states of a REST web service without violating the statelessness
feature of REST interface.
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5 Description Logic and OWL 2
The Description Logic used in our approach is classified as SROIQ [8]. Description Logic is made up of
concepts, denoted here by C,D, and roles, denoted here by R,Q. A concept or role can be named, also
called atomic, or it can be composed from other concepts and roles.
An interpretation I consists of a non-empty set ∆I and an interpretation function which assigns a
set CI ⊆ ∆I to every named concept C and a binary relation RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I to every named role R.
The constructors of Description Logic are as follows:
>I = ∆I (∀R.C)I = {x | ∀y.(x,y) ∈ RI → y ∈CI }
⊥I = /0 (∃R.C)I = {x | ∃y.(x,y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈CI }
( negC)I = ∆I \CI (≥ nR)I = {x | #{y | (x,y) ∈ RI } ≥ n}
(R−)I = {(y,x) | (x,y) ∈ RI } (≤ nR)I = {x | #{y | (x,y) ∈ RI } ≤ n}
(CuD)I =CI ∩DI (CunionsqD)I =CI ∪DI
where #X is the cardinality of X . Axioms in DL can be either inclusions C v D,C v D or equalities
C ≡ D, R≡ Q.
An interpretation satisfies an inclusion C v D if CI ⊆ DI and an inclusion Rv Q if RI ⊆ QI . An
interpretation satisfies an equality C ≡ D if CI = DI and an equality R≡ Q if RI = QI . I satisfies a
set of axioms if it satisfies each axiom individually – I is then said to be a model of the set of axioms.
Given a set of axiomsK , a named concept C is said to be satisfiable if there exists at least one modelI
ofK in which CI 6= /0. A set of axioms is said to be satisfiable if all of the named concepts that appear
in the set are satisfiable. If a set of axioms K is satisfiable, we say that an axiom φ is satisfiable (with
respect toK ) ifK ∪{φ} is satisfiable. Similarly, we say that φ is unsatisfiable (w.r.t. K ) ifK ∪{φ}
is unsatisfiable.
The decidability of SROIQ is demonstrated by Horrocks et al. [8] and there exist several reasoners
that can process answer satisfiability problems automatically [14, 13, 17].
5.1 OWL 2 Functional Syntax
For practical reasons, we use the OWL 2 functional syntax (OWL2fs) [1] as the language used as an
input for the reasoners and in the text of this article. The interpretation of the main OWL 2 expressions
used in this article is presented in the following table. A complete description of the semantics OWL 2,
including support for data types can be found in [2].
SubClassOf(C1 C2) C1 vC2
EquivalentClasses(C1 C2) C1 ≡C2
DisjointClasses(C1 C2) C1uC2 = /0
ObjectPropertyDomain(P C) ∀R−1.C
ObjectPropertyRange(P C) ∀R.C
ObjectMinCardinality( n P) ≥ nR
ObjectMaxCardinality( n P) ≤ nR
ObjectExactCardinality(n P) (≥ nR)u (≤ nR)
In the next section, we discuss and translate the structure of a resource and behavioral model with
state invariants over the sets representing resource definitions and states into OWL 2 DL.
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6 From Resource and Behavioral Diagrams to OWL 2 DL
In order to check the satisfiability of resource definitions in a resource model, we need to first translate all
resource definitions and their associations into OWL 2 ontology, and then validate the OWL 2 ontology
using an OWL 2 reasoner. In this section we only present the translation of those concepts of resource
model which are required for the validation of the behavioral model such as: resource definitions, asso-
ciation, multiplicity and attributes.
6.1 Resource Model in OWL 2
Each resource in a conceptual model is shown as a class in an ontology and an association as an object
property. A class in OWL 2 is a set of individuals and ObjectProperty connect pair of individuals[1].
According to the definition of a resource model given in Definition 1, we need to map these concepts
in OWL 2 DL: resource definitions and their specializations, attributes, associations and association
multiplicities.
6.1.1 Resource Specification and Hierarchy
A resource definition in a resource model represents a collection of resources which share same features,
constraints and definition. For each resource definition R de f in RM, we define an OWL 2 axiom:
Declaration(Class(R def))
issubresource(r1,r) is true if r1 is a subresource of resource r. We explicitly define the hierarchy
of resources in OWL 2 between resources. The specialization of resources represented as classes is
reduced to the set inclusion. We represent the fact that a resource definition R1 is a specialization of
resource definition R2 with the condition R1⊆ R2. In this case we say that R2 is a super resource of R1,
analogous to superclass in UML class diagram. If two resource definitions R1 and R2 have a common
super resource, or R2 is the super resource of R1 we say that they are in a specialization relation. The
specialization relation R1 ⊆ R2 is translated in OWL 2 as:
SubClassOf( R1 R2 )
Each resource definition at the same hierarchical level in resource model represents a different piece
of information. We assume that a resource cannot belong to two resource definitions, except when
these two resource definitions are in a specialization relation. In our semantic interpretation of a resource
diagram, it is equally important to denote the facts that two resource definitions are not in a specialization
relation. We represent the fact that two resources R1 and R2 are not in a specialization relation with the
condition R1∩R2 = /0. With this condition, a resource cannot belong to these two resource definitions
simultaneously. Due to the open-world assumption used in Description Logic, we need to explicitly state
this fact in OWL 2, i.e. for resource definitions R1...Rn at same hierarchical level we define disjointness
in OWL 2 as:
DisjointClasses( R1..Rn )
6.1.2 Attributes
In our resource model, a collection resource does not have any attribute and a normal resource should
have at least one attribute. So we define attribute att of a normal resource r of type D as DataProperty(att)
with domain as r and range as D. We do not need to give any attribute definition for collection resources
because OWL 2 has open world assumption and that which is not mentioned is not considered. So by
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simply not mentioning collection resources with any attributes is sufficient. However, for every normal
resource, each of its attributes is defined in OWL 2. Attributes usually have a multiplicity restriction to
one value. Hence, the attribute definition att in OWL 2 is given as:
Declaration(DataProperty( att ))
SubClassOf(C DataExactCardinality(1 att ))
DataPropertyDomain( att r )
DataPropertyRange( att D )
6.1.3 Association
An association is a relation between two resource definitions, r1 and r2 and name of association is its
label l. For each association a in A, we define ObjectProperty axiom with label l and r1 as its domain
and r2 as its range,i.e., for a(r1,r2) with l(a), we give OWL 2 definition as:
• l maps to OWL 2 axiom Declaration(ObjectProperty(l))
• r1 maps to OWL 2 axiom ObjectPropertyDomain(l r1)
• r2 maps to OWL 2 axiom ObjectPropertyRange(l r2)
min(a) and max(a) give minimum and maximum cardinality of association a. It defines the number
of allowed resources that can be part of the association. We represent a directed binary association A
from resource definition R1 to R2 as a relation A : R1xR2. The multiplicity of the association defines
additional conditions over this relation #{y|(x,y) ∈ A} ≥ min, #{y|(x,y) ∈ A} ≤ max. If an association a
has minimum cardinality min and maximum cardinality max for resource r, we define it in OWL 2 as:
SubClassOf( r ObjectMinCardinality( min a ) )
SubClassOf( r ObjectMaxCardinality( max a ) )
6.2 Behavioral Model in OWL 2
A behavioral model provides the behavioral interface of a web service and defines the sequence of method
invocations, the conditions under which they can be invoked and their expected results. To check the
satisfiability of state invariants in a behavioral model, we need to translate the states and their invariants
into OWL 2. The translation of the state and the state invariant includes the reference of resources
and their attributes so we translate a behavioral model in the same ontology that contains the OWL 2
translation of a resource model.
We need to cover following concepts of our behavioral model in OWL 2: state, state hierarchy, state
disjointness and state invariant.
6.2.1 State and State Hierarchy
A state in behavioral model is a concept that defines the state of the service. We represent a state of
behavioral model as a set of resources that have that state active. A set representing a state will be a
subset of the set represented with the root resource associated to the behavioral model, since all the
resources that can have the state active belong to the root resource r. That is, if the state S belong to a
state machine associated to root resource r, then S⊆ r. We represent this in OWL 2 as follows:
Declaration(Class(S))
SubClassOf( S r )
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State hierarchy is also represented using set inclusion. Whenever a substate is active, its containing state
is also active. This implies that if a resource belongs to a set representing the substate will also belong to
the set representing the super state, sub ⊆ S. We define each substate relationship explicitly in OWL 2.
For each state sub that is a substate of composite state s, i.e. issubstate(sub,s), we define OWL 2 axiom
as:
SubClassOf( sub s )
The states at same hierarchical level represent different resource configurations such that only one
state can be active at same time. The composite states with non-orthogonal regions also follow the same
principle, i.e. only one state can be active at same hierarchical level. This means that a resource cannot
be at the same time in the two sets representing two exclusive states, i.e. if S1 and S2 represents substates
of an active and not orthogonal composite state then S1∩S2 = /0. When representing a state machine in
OWL 2, the non-orthogonal exclusive states are declared as disjoint, so that they may not able to share
any resource.
DisjointClasses( S1..Sn )
In a composite state with orthogonal regions, two or more states can be active at the same time if they
belong to two or more different regions of composite state, i.e, if R1 and R2 are the regions of an active
and orthogonal composite state S then R1∪R2 = S. We should note that if region(s1) 6= region(s2) then
they are not exclusive and S1 ∩ S2 6= /0. Due to the open-word assumption of DL we donot need to
define this non-exclusiveness since classes may represent same set of instances unless they are explicitly
declared as disjoint.
6.3 State invariant into OWL 2 DL
The invariant condition characterizes the state, i.e., if the invariant condition holds the state is active,
otherwise if the invariant condition does not hold the state is not active.
In our approach we represent an invariant as a set of resources that makes that invariant evaluate to
true. Since the invariant holds iff the associated state is active, the set representing a state will be the
same as the set representing an invariant. This is represented in OWL 2 as an equivalent class relation
between the state and its invariant:
EquivalentClasses(S Invariant)
Due to the equivalent relationship between state and its invariant, all resources that fulfill the condition
of its state invariant will also be in that specific state.
6.3.1 State Constraints
Our behavioral model is represented by a UML protocol state machine with additional constraints. The
UML allows us to define additional constraints to a state, and names these constraints also state invariants.
However, the semantics of a state constraint is more relaxed since it “specifies conditions that are always
true when this state is the current state” ([11], p.562). In this sense, the state constraints define necessary
conditions for a state to be active, but not sufficient. This means that, the actual state invariant may
remain implicit. However, we consider a state invariant as a predicate characterizing a state. That is, a
state will be active if and only if its state invariant holds.
The UML Superstructure specification requires that whenever a state is active its state invariant eval-
uates to true ([11],p.562). A consequence of this is that state invariants should be satisfiable. That is,
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every state invariant in a state machine must hold in at least one resource configuration. Otherwise there
cannot be resources that have such state active. Since invariants should be satisfiable, the set of resources
S representing a state should not be empty S 6= /0.
6.4 State Constraints in µ OCL
A state invariant is a runtime constraint on the state ([11],p.514). It is used to express a number of
constraints, such as the restriction on the values of resource attributes or the restriction on the existence
of resources by using the multiplicity constraint of the associations. These constraints are combined
by using boolean operators. We have used a subset of OCL to define state invariants in state machine
diagrams. In this section, we will discuss and translate the different types of OCL constructs supported
in our approach.
6.4.1 Attribute Constraints
The value of the attribute is accessed in OCL by using a keyword sel f or by using a class (resource)
reference ([10],p.15), the value constraint of the attribute Att is written in OCL as self.Att=Value,
meaning {x|(x,Value) ∈ Att}, where Value represents the attribute value. The OCL attribute value con-
straint sel f .Att =Value is mapped to OWL 2 axiom DataHasValue as follows:
DataHasValue(Att "Value"^^datatype )
where Att is the name of the attribute, Value is the value of the attribute, and datatype is the datatype of
the attribute Value.
6.4.2 Multiplicity Constraints
The multiplicity of an association is accessed by using size() operation in OCL ([10],p.144). The mul-
tiplicity constraint on the association A in OCL is written as self.A->size()=Value, where Value
is a positive integer and represents the number of allowable resources of the range resource defini-
tion of the association A. We can use a number of value restriction infix operators with size() oper-
ation such as =, >=, <=, < and >. The multiplicity constraint on an association A is defined as
{x|#{y|(x,y) ∈ A}OP Value}, where OP is the infix operator and Value is a positive integer. The trans-
lation of size() operation in OWL 2 is based on the infix operator used with the size() operation, such
as:
• ”size()>=” or ”size()>” is mapped to OWL 2 axiom: Ob jectMinCardinality
• ”size()<=” or ”size()<” is mapped to OWL 2 axiom: Ob jectMaxCardinality
• ”size() =” is mapped to OWL 2 axiom: Ob jectExactCardinality
For example, the OCL constraint sel f .A− > size() = Value, in which A is the name of an association
and Value is a positive integer, is written in OWL 2 as:
ObjectExactCardinality(Value A)
6.4.3 Boolean Operators
The constraints in a state invariant are written in form of a boolean expression, and joined by using the
boolean operators, such as ”and” and ”or” ([10],p.144).
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• The binary ”and” operator evaluates to true when both boolean expressions Ex1 and Ex2 are true.
In our translation this is represented by the intersection of the sets that represent both expressions
Ex1∩Ex2. This is represented OWL 2 as ObjectIntersectionOf(Ex1 Ex2).
• The binary ”or” operator evaluates to true when at least one of the boolean expression Ex1 or Ex2
is true. In our translation this is represented by the union of the sets that represent both expressions
Ex1∪Ex2. This is represented OWL 2 as ObjectUniounOf(Ex1 Ex2)
7 Consistency Analysis using an OWL 2 Reasoning Tool
We have defined earlier the satisfiability of our design models in Sect. 3 and 5. The consistency analysis
of resource and behavioral models is reduced to the satisfiability of the conjunction of all the conditions
derived from the model. In order to determine the satisfiability of the conditions represented in design
models, we first translate the resource and behavioral models into an OWL 2 ontology, then use an
OWL 2 reasoner to analyze the satisfiability of translated concepts.
To translate the resource and behavioral models into OWL 2 ontology, we have implemented the
translations of resource and behavioral diagrams in OWL 2, discussed in Sect. 6, in form of a transla-
tion tool. We have used Python programming language for the implementation of the prototype of the
translation tool. The implemented translation tool allows us to automatically transform a resource and
behavioral model into OWL 2 DL. The translator takes these models and µOCL state invariant as an in-
put in the form of XMI. The XMI is generated by using a modeling tool, Magicdraw. The XMI generated
by the modeling tool contains the source code of both resource and behavioral model in form of XML.
While modeling in a modeling tool we have used µOCL to express the state invariants in a behavioral
model. The state invariant written in µOCL is also part of a XMI generated by the modeling tool. More-
over, the output of an implemented translation tool is an ontology file, which contain the transformed
resource model, behavioral model and state invariants in from of OWL 2 functional syntax.
After translating the design models and state invariants into OWL 2 ontology by using the imple-
mented translation tool, we will validate the output ontology by using an OWL 2 reasoner. The OWL 2
reasoner analyzes different facts presented as axioms in the ontology and infers logical consequences
from them. When we give our ontology to the reasoner, it generates satisfiability report indicating which
concepts are satisfiable and which not. If the ontology has one or more unsatisfiable concepts, this means
that the instance of any unsatisfiable concept will make the whole ontology inconsistent, consequently,
an instance of the resource definition describing an unsatisfiable concept in a resource diagram will not
exist, or resources will not enter in a state describing an unsatisfiable condition, and vice versa. However,
the ontology generated by the translation tool is in OWL 2 functional syntax, therefore, the satisfiabil-
ity of the translated concepts can be checked by using any OWL 2 reasoner which supports OWL 2
functional syntax.
8 Related Work
Consistency analysis and checking of design models has been studied by number of researchers in the
past but in the area of web services it has not been researched very extensively, especially in the area of
REST web services, we were unable to find any consistency checking approaches. However, in the area
of consistency checking for web services following works are noteworthy.
Yin et al. use type theory to verify consistency of web services behavior in [19]. The paper addresses
web services choreography. It analyzes structure of service behavior and uses extended MTT, which is
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a constructive type theory, to formally describe service behavior. The procedures of deductions are then
given that verify the suitability between services along with discussion on type rules for subtype, duality
and consistency of web services behavior.
In [15] and [16], Tsai et al. present a specification based robust testing framework for web services.
The approach first uses an event driven modeling and specification language to specify web services and
then uses a completeness and consistency (C & C) approach to analyze them. Based on these positive
and negative test cases are generated for robustness testing. The approach assumes that web services are
specified in OWL-S. The approach aims towards testing of web services but C&C analysis is performed
on OWL-S specification that was point of interest for us. The approach identifies missing conditions
and events, whereas, our approach checks the structure of web services and validates implementation of
service requests. In [4], Xiaoxia verify the service oriented requirements using model checking. The
service-oriented computer independent model is used to structure the requirements and then automated
model checking is done to do completeness and consistency checking of requirements. It provides formal
definition of completeness checking as a check that all the required service are included in model and
does not give any specific consistency checking constraint except the requirement relation applied on an
example.
In [9], Nentwich et al. present a static consistency checking approach for distributed specifications. It
describes xlinkit framework that provides a distribution-transparent language for expressing constraints
between web service specifications. It provides semantics for constraints that allow the generation of
hyperlinks between inconsistent elements. The implementation of xlinkit is done on light-weight web
service using XML.
In [6], Heckel et al. present a model-based consistency management approach for web service ar-
chitectures. They advocate use of UML class and activity diagrams for modeling web services. The
consistency problems are then identified in UML based development process. For each consistency
problem a partial formalization into a suitable semantic domain is done and a consistency check is de-
fined. The consistency problems identified include syntactic correctness and deadlock freedom. Based
on these, those activity diagrams are identified that are relevant to consistency checks. These are partially
translated to CSP which are then assembled in a single file and handed over directly to model checker.
The paper outlines a good consistency management approach for web services architecture that needs
concrete development of different steps defined in the paper.
9 Conclusion
A REST interface can do more than simply creating, retrieving, updating and deleting data from a
database. Designing behavioral interface for such web services that provide different states of the service
and offer REST interface features is an interesting design challenge since it can involve many resources
and resource configurations that define different states of the service. In this paper, we address how to an-
alyze the consistency of design models that create behavioral REST interfaces. We check the consistency
of resource and behavioral diagrams with state invariants using OWL 2 reasoners. The structure of both
the diagrams is formally defined and translated to OWL 2 ontology. The ontology is given to an ontology
reasoner that checks the ontology for any unsatisfiable concepts. The unsatisfiable concepts indicate the
design errors that can cause undesirable behavior in the implementation of the service. The approach is
automated as we provide prototype tools that generate web service skeletons and OWL 2 ontology from
the design models. Also, thanks to existing OWL 2 reasoners the generation of satisfiability report for
our OWL 2 ontology is also automated that is analyzed to check the consistency of design models.
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In our future work, we plan to take into account guards on transitions in the consistency analysis of
our design models.
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